THE PARTNERS AND THEIR FUNCTIONS

progetto

MAIEUTA
l'emersione e la validazione
delle competenze pregresse

UPTER
It is a Popular University based on
the European model that, over the
years, has contributed to define and
structure the lifelong learning culture on national territory. Since 1999
Upter achieves European projects in
the educational, training and lifelong learning areas.
In the MAIEUTA project Upter assures the general coordination of the
project and the supervision, monitoring and valuation of the planned
activities. Additionally Upter realizes
the experimentations in the Lazio
firms.

ASS. OVER 40
Focus the attention on the problems connected with the expulsion from the workplace affecting
mainly workers in the 40 to 50 age
group, promoting the social sensibility on the “aged workers” problems.
In the project Ass. Over 40 assures
the participants recruitment and selection, realizing the first and second stage activities and cooperating with the firm experimentations.

G&W
It is a private organization which develops a searching activity of placement opportunities in the tourist
sector and its services. It is a master
franchisors privileged partner and a
big hotel chains interlocutor and, on
the other side, a financial and real
estate investors broker. The organization contributes to develop and
promote the tourist business.
In the MAIEUTA project G&W assures the Lazio hotels spotting which
will host the selected over 40 for the
VPL experimentations.

CESPIM
It is technical structure of CONFAPI Italian National Confederation of
Small and Medium Private Enterprises – promoting activities for development of SMEs. Its mission aspires
to the realization of studies, researches and service activities, at national and international level, focused
on technological and commercial
innovation, business organization,
vocational and continuous training.
In the project CESPIM finds the hosting firms in the Piemonte, Lombardia and Campania regions, cooperating to the realization of the
VPL experimentations in the selected ones.

KADIS
Kadis is a leading provider of training programmes for the unemployed in central Slovenia but they also
offer various educational and training programmes to different organizations in the fields of IT, business
languages, construction and a wide
range of soft skills. Additionally Kadis is actively working on updating
of training methods in order to make their services of better quality,
flexible and more accessible.
In MAIEUTA Kadis achieves the project plans in Slovenia on a restricted
group of beneficiaries to check the
model transfer.

EMPOWERMENT CENTRE
The Empowerment Centre is a
strong and innovative organization,
developing systems and instruments to help organizations to discover the possibilities of people in
a way full empowerment of individuals and organizations. Stichting
Empowerment Centre EVC develop
and implement VPL system.
In the project Stichting Empowerment Centre supports the train trainers and the development of the
VPL model.

WE KNOW
AND WE CAN DO
MORE THINGS
THAN WE IMAGINE
The Maieuta project suggests
new ways to go to discover
our potential
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The project uses the VPL (Validation of Prior Learning) model to draw out and validate the previously acquired skills of persons during their formative and professional life.
The project is structured into three stages with
three different sequential paths, having a selective
access.

The first stage, called “Paths of knowledge”, is
oriented towards 200 people I four regions.
The Lazio region
In this area 100 over 40 -year-old jobless individuals take part at the first stage of the project.
In the second stage, called “Paths of vocational
education and training”, the over 40 become 50.

In the third stage, called “ Paths of experimentation
“on the job”, 25 standed out for involvement and
function propensity will be directly involved in the
hotels ( four in Rome and one in Fiumicino) for four
months, to observe, value and certify the acquired
skills during their professional and formative life.
The project gives to the participants the opportu-

nity to become aware of their potential, supporting them for new jobs research.
The hosting firms test the VPL model presented by
MAIEUTA and, at the same time, observe the potential of over 40 on the job and also of the model.

